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We present an MS/MS database search algorithm with the following novel features: (1) a novel protein database structure containing extensive preindexing and (2) zone modification searching, which enables the rapid discovery of protein modifications of known (i.e., user-specified) and unanticipated delta masses. All of these features are implemented in Interrogator, the search engine that runs behind the Pro ID, Pro ICAT, and Pro QUANT software products. Speed benchmarks demonstrate that our modification-tolerant database search algorithm is 100-fold faster than traditional database search algorithms when used for comprehensive searches for a broad variety of modification species. The ability to rapidly search for a large variety of known as well as unanticipated modifications allows a significantly greater percentage of MS/MS scans to be identified. We demonstrate this with an example in which, out of a total of 473 identified MS/MS scans, 315 of these scans correspond to unmodified peptides, while 158 scans correspond to a wide variety of modified peptides. In addition, we provide specific examples where the ability to search for unanticipated modifications allows the scientist to discover: unexpected modifications that have biological significance; amino acid modifications allow the scientist to discover: unexpected amino acid modifications; salt-adducted peptides in a sample that has nominally been desalted; peptides arising from nontryptic cleavage in a sample that has nominally been digested (usually with the enzyme trypsin); other unintended consequences of sample handling procedures.

The ultimate goal of proteomics research is to use the large-scale characterization of biological materials at the protein level to enable biological discovery. Tandem mass spectrometry, also known as MS/MS, has increasingly become the method of choice for identifying proteins in complex mixtures. In a typical tandem mass spectrometry experiment, the proteins in a sample are digested (usually with the enzyme trypsin), separated, ionized, and fragmented to produce MS/MS spectra. High-throughput analysis of MS/MS spectra requires automated software, and the most widely used type of software for automatically interpreting MS/MS spectra is database search software. Implementations of database search include Sequest1, ProteinProspector2, Mascot3, SCOPE,4 Sonar MS/MS,5 ProbID,6 and OLAV7 among others. In a database search, the computer performs a virtual (in silico) tandem mass spectrometry experiment on all the proteins in the selected protein database and systematically matches the resulting theoretical MS/MS spectra against the experimental MS/MS spectra. This strategy works well for identifying the peptide corresponding to an MS/MS spectrum if the exact amino acid sequence of the peptide is contained in the protein database searched and none of the amino acids of the peptide are modified in any manner. However, these conditions are often not satisfied, and moreover, peptides for which these conditions do not hold often reveal a great deal of interesting biology. For example, posttranslational modifications of proteins can have a significant effect on enzymatic activity, protein interactions, or protein turnover.

To identify modified peptides, a variety of strategies have been devised: (1) MS/MS database search engines such as those mentioned above generally have some capacity for dealing with modified peptides. However, in typical implementations of database search, looking for modifications is expensive in terms of computer resources, which means that, for all practical purposes, only a limited number of modification species can be looked for. Furthermore, any modification species searched for must be explicitly specified in advance by the user. (2) Error-tolerant sequence tag searching9 to 15 has been demonstrated to be capable of identifying modified peptides. However, the sequence tags used
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for searching are often determined by manual interpretation of MS/MS spectra rather than automatically (although GutenTag\textsuperscript{26} provides a fully automated solution). (3) The SALSA algorithm\textsuperscript{11,12} seeks to identify modified peptides based on patterns explicitly specified by the user. These user-specified patterns can be diagnostic of either a particular modification species or a particular amino acid sequence. (4) MS Shotgun,\textsuperscript{13} CIDentify,\textsuperscript{14} MS BLAST,\textsuperscript{15} and FASTS\textsuperscript{16} are adaptations of popular sequence homology analysis programs (BLAST\textsuperscript{17,18} or FASTA\textsuperscript{19}) in order to handle the peculiarities specific to mass spectrometry data. The quality of the results is highly dependent on the quality of the input (interpreted) peptide sequences, which can be obtained through either manual interpretation of MS/MS spectra or de novo sequencing software. Another approach for using de novo sequencing is implemented by OpenSea,\textsuperscript{20,21} which performs mass-based alignment rather than sequence-based alignment. (5) Pevzner and co-workers\textsuperscript{22,23} described a spectral alignment algorithm for performing modification-tolerant database searching. Below, we will provide a detailed comparison between the spectral alignment algorithm and our modification-tolerant algorithm.

While each of these algorithms has been demonstrated to be effective for identifying modified peptides under certain conditions, a general, reliable, automated, and rapid method for identifying modified peptides remains an elusive goal. This report describes an algorithm that we believe represents significant progress toward this goal. The MS/MS database search engine discussed here can perform high-throughput peptide identification and, furthermore, implements novel features that enable the rapid identification of peptides with a modification of arbitrary delta mass.\textsuperscript{24} The search engine's ability to efficiently find modifications of arbitrary delta mass allows the rapid and automated discovery of peptides containing a known (i.e., user-specified) modification as well as peptides containing an unanticipated modification. We show specific examples where the ability to quickly identify peptides modified in an unanticipated manner leads to the following types of discoveries: unexpected modifications that have biological significance; amino acid mutations; salt-adducted peptides in a sample that has nominally been desalted; peptides arising from nontryptic cleavage in a sample that has nominally been digested using trypsin; other unintended consequences of sample handling procedures.

The next section (Algorithm) describes the Interrogator algorithm, including detailed descriptions of the protein database indexing, the signal processing, and our modification-tolerant search algorithm (called zone modification searching). The Experimental Methods section briefly describes the experimental protocols used in collecting the data. The Results section is split into several subsections. The first three subsections provide examples of interesting discoveries made by performing zone modification searches. The following subsection discusses peptide discrimination, the ability to distinguish correct peptide identifications from incorrect peptide identifications. The last subsection demonstrates the large efficiency advantage of Interrogator compared to other algorithms. The Discussion section examines the capabilities of zone modification searching and also compares the algorithm against other algorithms. Finally, the Conclusions section briefly summarizes our results.

**Algorithm**

We describe here the Interrogator database search algorithm, as implemented in Pro ID 1.1, Pro ICAT 1.1, Pro QUANT 1.1, Pro ID 1.4, Pro ICAT 1.4, Pro QUANT 1.4, and Interrogator Server (an experimental application which can run on a computer cluster). The algorithm has been tested on data from quadrupole/time-of-flight and triple quadrupole linear ion trap instruments, although only results based on quadrupole/time-of-flight data are presented in this paper.

The fundamental unit of computation performed in MS/MS database searching is matching the peaks from an experimental MS/MS spectrum against the theoretically expected fragments of a peptide from a protein database. In a typical database search, an enormous number of such computations are performed due to the large number of MS/MS spectra combined with the large size of the protein database. A basic LC/MS/MS experiment typically generates hundreds or thousands of MS/MS spectra, and a more sophisticated LC/MS/MS experiment can easily generate several hundred thousand MS/MS spectra. The July 11, 2003 version\textsuperscript{25} of NR, the nonredundant protein database from NCBI,\textsuperscript{26} contains 1 480 858 proteins, and digesting the proteins with the digest agent trypsin yields 50 904 596 peptides. Because of the enormous number of MS/MS spectrum versus peptide matches performed during a database search, it is important to minimize the computer time used per match performed. Interrogator’s approach to making the matching efficient relies on precomputing indexes for a protein database.

**Protein Database Indexing.** Interrogator indexes a protein database in two directions: by the masses of the peptides obtained from digestion of the proteins using trypsin (or some other specified digest agent) and by the theoretically expected MS/MS fragment masses of each of the peptides. Indexing by tryptic
peptide mass is a common technique in database searching engines and generally results in significantly faster searches. However, indexing by both tryptic peptide mass and MS/MS fragment mass is, as far as we know, unique to Interrogator and results in even faster searches compared to indexing by tryptic peptide mass alone. To create the index in the first direction, every protein in a database is digested (in silico) according to the cleavage rules of trypsin (or the specified digest agent). The resulting peptides are sorted by mass and lumped into bins. Each bin contains at most 100,000 unique peptides. The mass range covered by each bin is set in order to ensure this condition holds true. For each bin, all the peptides within the bin are fragmented (in silico), and indexes in the second direction are created for the b and y ion\(^{(27)}\) fragments separately. Chart 1 shows the details of the index structure. Finally, all the information is compressed, and the compressed indexes are stored on disk as an Interrogator search database. Once the protein database has been fully indexed, scoring an MS/MS spectrum is extremely rapid. However, before the indexed database is used, some signal processing on the MS/MS spectrum must be performed.

\(^{(27)}\) If desired, other ion types can also be readily indexed and used for scoring.
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**Chart 1. Schematic of the Interrogator Search Database's Index Structure**

Interrogator indexes a protein database in two dimensions: by digest peptide mass and by theoretical MS/MS fragment ion mass. All the tables consist of lists of (key, value) pairs. The index structure enables the Interrogator scoring algorithm to directly and quickly access all peptides satisfying a given digest peptide mass range and MS/MS fragment ion mass. In this example, the Starts_B_Ions table and the Peptide_Indices_B_Ions table indicate that the peptides with mass 1160–1165 Da and containing a b ion fragment of mass 327.20 Da are as follows: LVNELTEFAK (molecular mass 1162.62 Da, b ion fragment LVN has mass 327.20 Da), LVNFVLEESSR (molecular mass 1162.63 Da, b ion fragment LVN has mass 327.20 Da), and VNLLNFASSK (molecular mass 1162.63 Da, b ion fragment VNL has mass 327.20 Da).
Query Mass List Construction. Signal processing begins with running a mass reconstruction algorithm, which consists of detecting peaks in the MS/MS spectrum followed by deisotoping. The (mass, intensity) pairs generated by the mass reconstruction algorithm are then subjected to an intensity renormalization relative to a crude intensity envelope, which is constructed as follows: the mass range of the MS/MS spectrum is divided into a number of intervals, and the envelope is constructed by drawing straight line segments between the \((M_j, I_j)\) of successive intervals, where \(M_j\) is defined as the middle of the mass interval and \(I_j\) is defined as the maximum intensity in the interval. The (mass, renormalized intensity) pairs are then assembled into two lists: those with mass less than half the precursor mass and those with mass greater than half the precursor mass. From each of the two lists, the 20 (mass, renormalized intensity) pairs with the highest renormalized intensity are placed on a query mass list for matching against the indexed protein database. The goal of the intensity renormalization is to emphasize peaks that are locally intense—that is, intense compared to the peaks in the local neighborhood.

Scoring for No-Modification Searching. After the query mass list has been extracted from the MS/MS spectrum, the query masses are used for scoring against the protein database. For simplicity’s sake, we first discuss searches that do not account for protein modifications; modification-tolerant searches will be discussed in detail below. From the protein database, every peptide from in silico digestion whose mass \(m_p\) matches the MS/MS spectrum’s precursor mass \(m\) (to within a user-specified MS tolerance) is scored as follows. All the query masses from the MS/MS spectrum are (conceptually) “matched” (to within a user-specified MS/MS tolerance) against all the theoretically expected b and y ion fragment masses of the peptide from the database, and each match increments the score by a weight value. The digest peptide that yields the highest score is deemed to be the most likely answer for that MS/MS spectrum, although the probability that this answer is actually the correct answer is a separate calculation and will be discussed later.

A detailed description of the scoring algorithm is provided in Chart 2. A close examination of the pseudocode in Chart 2 reveals that the “matching” of query masses is actually done via direct table lookups only. The direct table lookups are enabled by Interrogator’s unique index structure (see Chart 1) and, moreover, result in a much faster scoring algorithm compared to ordinary database search algorithms which do not use this index structure. To understand this large difference in speed, let us consider what the pseudocode for exactly the same scoring functionality looks like in the absence of Interrogator’s index structure (see Chart 3). The sparseness of theoretical fragment masses means that the answer to the IF statement’s query mass comparison is only occasionally TRUE. The great majority of the time the answer to the IF statement’s query mass comparison is FALSE (leading to no increment of the score). Thus, the number of IF statement comparisons performed is much larger than the number of score increments performed, and the algorithm’s running time is essentially determined by the number of query mass comparisons performed. By contrast, the index structure of Interrogator enables the scoring to be done with no query mass comparisons—scores are implemented using index table lookups only. Interrogator’s running time is thus determined by the number of score increments, which is a much smaller number than the number of query mass comparisons. Thus, Interrogator runs considerably faster.

(28) The weight depends on the renormalized intensity, with larger values of the renormalized intensity corresponding to larger weights.

(29) Averagine, a computationally constructed “average” amino acid, has a mass of 111 Da (Senko, M. W.; Beu, S. C.; McLafferty, F. W. J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 1995, 6, 229–233), so there should be, on average, 111 Da between consecutive theoretical y ion fragment masses (similarly for b ions).
than ordinary database search algorithms because Interrogator does not waste time performing unproductive query mass comparisons.

We note a source of inefficiency in the Interrogator scoring algorithm for simple no-modification searches. In general, the molecular weight range covered by a peptide bin in the index structure is wider than the mass range delimited by (experimental precursor mass) ± (MS tolerance). For any given peptide bin, all the peptides contained in the bin are scored before the irrelevant database peptides (i.e., those peptides whose theoretical molecular weights do not agree with the experimental peptide molecular weight to within the MS tolerance) are eliminated from consideration. In other words, the algorithm spends time scoring database peptides that are subsequently deemed to be irrelevant. This inefficiency can be reduced by making the peptide bins smaller, but making the peptide bins too small is also undesirable due to the overhead associated with each bin. The size of the peptide bin is optimized in Interrogator to balance these two competing factors. Below, in the Algorithm Efficiency subsection, we provide evidence that, despite the inefficiency discussed here, the no-modification search runs faster in Interrogator compared to ordinary database search engines. In addition, as discussed below in the description of Interrogator’s modification-tolerant search algorithm, this inefficiency is eliminated or greatly mitigated for zone modification searches looking for a broad range of possible delta masses.

Memory management is also crucial to database search efficiency. Because loading data from disk into memory is a much slower operation than CPU computation, it is important to minimize disk-to-memory retrievals. Interrogator loads an index table for a particular molecular weight range into memory once and makes sure that all computations that refer to the molecular weight range are complete before allowing the block to be discarded from memory. The importance of carefully controlled memory management is particularly evident when Interrogator is run on a cluster of machines with lots of memory. If the cluster has enough memory to load the entire contents of the indexed protein database into memory all at once, the database search speeds up significantly. More precisely, on a cluster with sufficient memory, the first time a particular indexed protein database is searched, the search runs at normal speed. However, on all subsequent searches against the same indexed protein database, the search runs faster, as long as the indexed database has not been swapped out of memory.

Scoring for Modification-Tolerant Searching. There are two methods of searching for protein modifications in Interrogator. In the first method, a possible modification is accounted for during the creation of the Interrogator search database (the preindexed protein database). Hence, when the Interrogator search database is subsequently used during a database search, the modification is automatically searched for. This first method of modification searching is equivalent to modification-tolerant searches in other database search algorithms and is sometimes dubbed “variable modification searching”.

Interrogator’s second method of searching for modifications is called zone modification searching. This novel feature enables the rapid discovery of modifications of both known and unknown delta mass. We define \( m \) as the precursor mass of the MS/MS spectrum being searched and define \( \Delta m \) as a candidate delta mass. Note that for a given MS/MS spectrum, \( m \) is uniquely determined, but \( \Delta m \) can be varied through a wide range of different values. The values of \( \Delta m \) can be positive, which corresponds to modifications leading to an increase in the peptide mass relative to the database sequence, or negative, which corresponds to modifications leading to a decrease in the peptide mass. For each candidate \( \Delta m \), every digest peptide from the protein database whose mass \( m_p \) satisfies the relation \( m_p + \Delta m = m \) (to within a user-specified MS tolerance) is scored under six different assumptions. The mass range \([0, m]\) is divided into six equally sized zones, and a modification of delta mass \( \Delta m \) is assumed to occur in each of the six zones in turn.

To calculate the score, each query mass from the query mass list is (conceptually) “matched” against the digest peptide under the hypothesis that the query mass arises from a b ion as well as under the hypothesis that the query mass arises from a y ion. We note that this scoring is exactly the same in nature as the scoring for the no-modification searching discussed earlier. In the case of no-modification searching, matching of a query mass under the hypothesis that the query mass arises from a b ion is accomplished (conceptually) simply by checking to see if the query mass equals (to within a user-specified MS tolerance) any of the theoretically expected b ion fragment masses of the digest peptide; similarly, matching of a query mass under the hypothesis that the query mass arises from a y ion is accomplished by checking to see if the query mass equals (to within a user-specified MS tolerance) any of the theoretically expected y ion fragment masses of the digest peptide. For the zone modification searching discussed here, the scoring is somewhat more complex, which we illustrate with the help of an example.

Consider the hypothetical “experimental” MS/MS spectrum that would result from perfect fragmentation of the peptide AHSSVM*QK with the methionine residue M oxidized (modification delta mass \( \Delta m \) of +16). “Perfect” fragmentation means that the hypothetical “experimental” MS/MS spectrum contains all of
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(30) For example, sufficient memory for NR is \( \approx 20 \) GB, and sufficient memory for Swiss-Prot is \( \approx 2 \) GB. The disk space occupied by the indexed protein database is smaller by \( \approx 10 \)-fold due to compression. Nonetheless, the relatively large space requirements make the Interrogator algorithm unwieldy for some types of searches, even with compression. For example, using a relatively nonspecific digest agent (or no digest agent at all) would lead to an unmanageable explosion in the size of the indexed database.
the theoretically expected \( b \) and \( y \) ions (and no other ions). We study the matching of the spectrum of the methionine-modified peptide \( \text{AHSSVM}^*\text{QK} \) against the database digest peptide \( \text{AHSSVMQK} \) (unmodified). From Figure 1, we see that the spectral ion peaks \( b_1, b_2, b_3, b_4, b_5, y_1, \) and \( y_2 \) do not contain the modified methionine and thus match the database peptide fragment ions. The other spectral ion peaks \( b_6, b_7, y_3, y_4, y_5, y_6, \) and \( y_7 \) (marked by asterisks) contain the modified methionine and thus do not directly match the database peptide fragment ions; however, these spectral ion peaks can be matched indirectly by introducing the concept of ion complements.\(^{31} \)

We now discuss how the zone modification scoring procedure is applied to our hypothetical “experimental” MS/MS spectrum under the assumption that a modification occurs in zone 5 (as is the case for our “experiment”). We first match each “experimental” query mass under the hypothesis that the query mass arises from a \( b \) ion. Each query mass is assigned a zone number based on mass, and the type of matching performed depends on the zone number. In zones 1, 2, 3, and 4, \( b \) ions are not modified, so if a query mass falls in zone 1, 2, 3, or 4, it is matched against the database peptide \( b \) ions. In zone 6, \( b \) ions are modified, so if a query mass falls in zone 6, its complement is matched against the database peptide \( y \) ions. In zone 5, \( b \) ions may or may not be modified, so if a query mass falls in zone 5, both types of matching are performed: the query mass is matched against the database peptide \( b \) ions, and the query mass’s complement is matched against the database peptide \( y \) ions. We must also match each query mass under the hypothesis that the query mass arises from a \( y \) ion. In contrast to the \( b \) ion hypothesis, for the \( y \) ion hypothesis, the zone number of each query mass is assigned based on the complement mass (see Figure 1). The type of matching performed again depends on the zone number. In zone 6, \( y \) ions are not modified, so if a query mass falls in zone 6, it is matched against the database peptide \( y \) ions. In zones 1, 2, 3, and 4, \( y \) ions are modified, so if a query mass falls in zone 1, 2, 3, or 

4, its complement is matched against the database peptide b ions. In zone 5, y ions may or may not be modified, so if a query mass falls in zone 5, both types of matching are performed—the query mass is matched against the database peptide y ions, and the query mass's complement is matched against the database peptide b ions. In summary, for the scoring performed in this example, all the query masses from the modified peptide match, directly or indirectly, to the database peptide (unmodified) b and y ions. The scoring procedure is performed similarly for all the other zones. Note, however, that if we assume the modification occurs in any zone other than the correct zone (5, in this example), some of the query masses would not match, resulting in a lower score.

In a zone modification database search, for each MS/MS spectrum, the scoring procedure described in the example is applied to all of the database digest peptides whose mass \( m_p \) satisfies the relation \( m_p + \Delta m = m \) (to within a user-specified MS tolerance), where \( \Delta m \) can assume any value within a range specified by the user. Similarly to the no-modification search, the digest peptide that yields the highest score is deemed to be the most likely answer for that MS/MS spectrum, though in the case of the zone modification search as discussed here, there are two additional free parameters—namely, the delta mass \( \Delta m \) and the zone number. The delta mass \( \Delta m \) defines the modification to the peptide, and the zone defines the approximate location of the modification. While the zone modification search is more complex than the no-modification search, it is still very efficient since the six different zone searches can actually be done simultaneously with very little additional computation.

A detailed description of the zone modification scoring algorithm is provided in Chart 4. Similar to the above discussion in the context of the no-modification search, all the “matching” of query masses is actually done via direct table lookups only, resulting in rapid scoring. In addition, for zone modification searches looking for a broad (continuous) range of delta masses, the inefficiency discussed above in the context of no-modification searches is eliminated or greatly mitigated. For no-modification searches, more peptides are scored than necessary because each peptide bin’s molecular weight range is generally wider than the mass range delimited by (experimental precursor mass) \( \pm \) (MS tolerance). On the other hand, for broad zone modification searches, the molecular weight range searched (as dictated by the experimental precursor mass together with the delta mass range the user wishes to investigate) spans several complete peptide bins, resulting in a possibility of wasted work only at the ends of the molecular weight range; thus, a lot less unnecessary computation is performed, and the algorithm is much more efficient. Below, in the Algorithm Efficiency subsection, we provide speed benchmarks demonstrating the tremendous efficiency of broad zone modification searches.

We note that the zone modification scoring technique is absolutely critical for effectively making use of a fully preindexed protein database in the case of modified peptides. To understand this, let us compare the zone modification search algorithm against other simpler but less effective algorithms. A naive approach for using a preindexed database is to simply match all the query masses against the preindexed database, as is done in a no-modification search. (Call this algorithm I.) This method is ineffective for modified peptides because any fragment ion query mass containing a modified amino acid would not match—the preindexed protein database is not aware of modifications. A somewhat less naive approach is to match all the query masses as well as all the complementary query masses against the protein database. (Call this algorithm II.) Under this approach, fragment ions containing a modified amino acid match via complementary query masses, while fragment ions containing no modified amino acids match query masses directly. However, half of the query masses/complementary query masses is expected to not match, as determined by the location of the modification in the amino acid sequence. Moreover, these extraneous query masses/complementary query masses raise the background “noise” level for the database search, where the “noise” comes from random matches that occur by chance. The zone modification search algorithm improves on algorithm II by intelligent selection of a subset of query masses/complementary query masses. Only those query masses/complementary query masses that are consistent with the location of the modification are selected for matching; there are no extraneous query masses/complementary query masses to raise the background noise level. In a comparison of the three algorithms on actual data, the zone modification search clearly outperforms algorithm I for modified peptides and also significantly outperforms algorithm II (more true positive peptide identifications, fewer false positive peptide identifications) due to the lower background noise level inherent to the zone modification search algorithm.

Peptide Confidences. We now discuss the probability estimate that the highest scoring peptide for any given MS/MS spectrum is actually a legitimate answer. For each MS/MS spectrum, some peptide will have the highest score, as long as at least one peptide is scored during the database search. However, to have any degree of confidence that this highest scoring peptide is indeed a legitimate answer, we require additional evidence. We approached this problem empirically, by making use of an annotated data set in which the correct answer (or lack thereof) for each MS/MS spectrum is known with a reasonable degree of certainty. The data set is divided into two groups—those MS/MS spectra in which the highest scoring peptide is correct, and those MS/MS spectra in which the highest scoring peptide is not a legitimate answer. We screened a variety of metrics for effectiveness at discriminating between the two groups. Metrics investigated included (highest) score, various distance-based metrics, and delta mass, as well as linear combinations of metrics optimized via linear discriminant analysis. The metric that provides the best discrimination is a distance-based metric alone. We call this optimal metric the distance score, and it is defined as the difference between the highest score and the seventh highest score for each MS/MS spectrum. The distance score provides a measure of the separation between the highest scoring peptide and the “pack” of wrong peptides. The larger the distance score is, the larger the probability that the highest scoring peptide is indeed a legitimate answer. To actually compute probabilities, we
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(32) For the no-modification search, for each peptide-spectrum scoring, a single number is accumulated as the score. For the zone modification search, 12 partial scores are accumulated (6 zones \( \times \) 2 ion types (b, y)) during the course of the search, and at the very end, these partial scores are summed in various combinations to yield the 6 different zone search scores. This step at the very end takes a small amount of computation, and consequently, the zone modification search is only slightly slower than a no-modification search on the same search space.
Chart 4. Interrogator Pseudocode for Performing a Zone Modification Search on an MS/MS Spectrum

FOR each Peptide_BIN where there exists at least one peptide and there exists Delta_Mass ...
... such that "theoretical" Peptide.MW() + Delta_Mass - "experimental" Precursor_MW is ...
... between +MS_Tolerance and -MS_Tolerance and Delta_Mass is in the range specified by the user
INITIALIZE (2-dimensional) Partial_Zone_Score_B array to all 0's
INITIALIZE (2-dimensional) Partial_Zone_Score_Y array to all 0's

FOR each Query_Mass in the MS/MS spectrum
  B_Zone_Index := Query_Mass.Mass() / Zone_Width
  Y_Zone_Index := Num_Zones - 1 - Query_Mass.Mass() / Zone_Width

  Index_Low := Starts_B_Ions[(Query_Mass.Mass() - MS_MS_Tolerance) * 100]
  Index_High := Starts_B_Ions[(Query_Mass.Mass() + MS_MS_Tolerance) * 100]

  FOR each Index FROM Index_Low TO Index_High
    Peptide_Index := Peptide_Indices_B_Ions[Index]
    Partial_Zone_Score_B[B_Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] :=
      Partial_Zone_Score_B[B_Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] +
      Query_Mass.Weight_For_Scoring()
  END FOR

  Index_Low := Starts_Y_Ions[(Query_Mass.Mass() - MS_MS_Tolerance) * 100]
  Index_High := Starts_Y_Ions[(Query_Mass.Mass() + MS_MS_Tolerance) * 100]

  FOR each Index FROM Index_Low TO Index_High
    Peptide_Index := Peptide_Indices_Y_Ions[Index]
    Partial_Zone_Score_Y[Y_Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] :=
      Partial_Zone_Score_Y[Y_Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] +
      Query_Mass.Weight_For_Scoring()
  END FOR

  Tolerance := MS_Tolerance + MS_MS_Tolerance
  Index_Low := Starts_B_Ions[(Complementary_Query_Mass - Tolerance) * 100]
  Index_High := Starts_B_Ions[(Complementary_Query_Mass + Tolerance) * 100]

  FOR each Index FROM Index_Low TO Index_High
    Peptide_Index := Peptide_Indices_B_Ions[Index]
    Partial_Zone_Score_B[B_Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] :=
      Partial_Zone_Score_B[B_Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] +
      Query_Mass.Weight_For_Scoring()
  END FOR

  Tolerance := MS_Tolerance + MS_MS_Tolerance
  Index_Low := Starts_Y_Ions[(Complementary_Query_Mass - Tolerance) * 100]
  Index_High := Starts_Y_Ions[(Complementary_Query_Mass + Tolerance) * 100]

  FOR each Index FROM Index_Low TO Index_High
    Peptide_Index := Peptide_Indices_Y_Ions[Index]
    Partial_Zone_Score_Y[Y_Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] :=
      Partial_Zone_Score_Y[Y_Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] +
      Query_Mass.Weight_For_Scoring()
  END FOR

END FOR

Keep only those elements of the Score array where, for the corresponding Peptide, there ...
... exists Delta_Mass such that "theoretical" Peptide.MW() + Delta_Mass - ...
... "experimental" Precursor_MW is between -MS_Tolerance and +MS_Tolerance and Delta_Mass ...
... is in the range specified by the user

FOR each Peptide_Index FROM 0 TO Num_Peptides-1
  FOR each Zone_Index FROM 1 TO Num_Zones-1
    Partial_Zone_Score_B[Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] :=
      Partial_Zone_Score_B[Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] +
      Partial_Zone_Score_B[Zone_Index-1][Peptide_Index]
  END FOR

  FOR each Zone_Index FROM Num_Zones-2 DOWNTO 0
    Partial_Zone_Score_Y[Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] :=
      Partial_Zone_Score_Y[Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] +
      Partial_Zone_Score_Y[Zone_Index+1][Peptide_Index]
  END FOR

  FOR each Zone_Index FROM 0 TO Num_Zones-1
    Zone_Score[Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] :=
      Partial_Zone_Score_B[Zone_Index][Peptide_Index] +
      Partial_Zone_Score_Y[Zone_Index][Peptide_Index]
  END FOR

END FOR

END FOR

Merge results from different Peptide_BINS
High_Score := MAXIMUM of Zone_Score array
SAVE High_Score and corresponding Peptide, Zone_Index

---

The pseudocode refers to the index table structure described in detail in Chart 1.
again turn to our annotated data set to provide an empirical model for estimating the probability. The distributions of distance scores for correct peptides and incorrect peptides were studied and found to be approximately Poisson. We also found that the distributions vary as a function of the number of peptides scored for a spectrum—for larger numbers of peptide scored, the distributions shift toward lower distance scores. Thus, we derived approximate Poisson distributions for correct and incorrect peptides as a function of distance score and number of peptides scored. These empirically derived distributions are used to estimate probability. A separate annotated data set has been used to verify that the probabilities computed by the model accurately reflect the observed probability of a correct result. In reporting, probabilities are multiplied by 100 to yield percent confidences.

**EXPERIMENTAL METHODS**

**Simple Protein Mixture.** The simple protein mixture was created by mixing together 24 proteins purchased from Sigma. The resulting sample was denatured, reduced with dithiothreitol, alkylated with iodoacetic acid, digested with trypsin, separated by reversed-phase liquid chromatography, and analyzed via electrospray ionization with an Applied Biosystems/MDS Sciex API QSTAR Pulsar Hybrid LC/MS/MS system using information-dependent acquisition.

**Transferrin from Patient Samples.** Immunoprecipitation was used to isolate transferrin from each patient’s serum. The samples were purified, digested with trypsin, and injected via electrospray ionization into an Applied Biosystems/MDS Sciex API QSTAR Pulsar Hybrid LC/MS/MS system. These experiments were performed by the Amyloid Treatment and Research Program and the Mass Spectrometry Resource at Boston University School of Medicine, and we subsequently analyzed a portion of their data using the Interrogator algorithm. Further experimental details are described in refs 34–36.

**Human Heart Mitochondrial Protein Sample.** A purified human heart mitochondrial protein sample was fractionated by sucrose gradient density centrifugation. Each fraction was reduced with TCEP, alkylated with iodoacetamide, digested with trypsin, separated by reversed-phase liquid chromatography, and injected via electrospray ionization into an Applied Biosystems/MDS Sciex API QSTAR Pulsar Hybrid LC/MS/MS system. This experiment was performed by Gaucher and co-workers, and we subsequently analyzed a portion of their data using the Interrogator software. Further experimental details are described in refs 37 and 38.

**RESULTS**

**Simple Protein Mixture.** The collection of 1292 MS/MS spectra for the simple protein mixture has undergone extensive manual curation. Consequently, it is known with a reasonable degree of certainty which peptide identifications are accurate. For database searching, we specify trypsin as the digest agent, build carboxymethylation of cysteine into the Interrogator search database, and perform a zone modification search looking for modifications with delta mass in the range from −400 to +400 Da. We find that doing this modification-tolerant search results in a significantly higher number of MS/MS spectra being identified. Out of 473 correctly identified MS/MS scans, 158 scans correspond to modified peptides (i.e., have nonzero delta masses).

Table 1 lists the most frequently found modifications in the sample. We note that three of these frequently found modifications arise from unintentional side reactions with iodoacetic acid. During sample preparation, iodoacetic acid is mixed into the sample in order to carboxymethylate the cysteine residues. While the intended reaction between the cysteine residues and iodoacetic acid is nearly quantitative, the methionine residues and the N-terminus of each peptide have sufficient nucleophilic character to react with iodoacetic acid (albeit to a lesser degree), resulting in carboxymethylated methionines and carboxymethylated N-termini. These types of side reactions have been documented in the literature, both for the N-terminus and for methionine.

Table 1 includes all of the frequently found modifications listed in Table 1 are readily explainable in retrospect. However, it may not be obvious a priori which modifications are expected to be the most abundant in the sample. It is interesting to note some modifications that are not on the list of frequently found modifications in the sample. Phosphorylation is not found at all in the sample, and oxidized methionine is only found rarely in the sample (once, to be precise), even though phosphorylation and oxidation of methionine are common modifications in general in many other samples. Thus, if the objective is to maximize the number of modified peptides identified, performing a zone modification search removes from the user the burden of carefully selecting (or guessing) which modifications are expected to be the most abundant in the sample.

(36) McComb, M. E.; et al., manuscript in preparation.

### Table 1. Delta Masses Found the Most Number of Times in the Simple Protein Mixture Using the Zone Modification Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delta mass</th>
<th>no. of times found</th>
<th>modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+58</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>carboxymethylation of N-terminus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+44</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>carboxymethylation of methionine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>deamidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>loss of water, or pyroglutamic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>conversion of N-terminal glutamic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−48</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>decomposed carboxymethylated methionine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The algorithm enables the discovery of common modifications without any prior knowledge.*
It turns out that there are actually two modifications on the peptide. The first modification, which has an associated delta mass of −131 Da, is loss of methionine (M) from the N-terminus. This cleavage of methionine off of a protein’s N-terminus is a well-known and commonly occurring process, although the physiological importance is still not completely understood. The second modification, which has an associated delta mass of +42 Da, is acetylation of the alanine (A) on the new N-terminus. N-terminal acetylation is also a well-known and commonly occurring process, although the physiological importance is also not well-understood. Combining the delta mass of the two modifications (−131 and +42 Da) yields the observed delta mass of −89 Da. Zone modification searching is able to identify this doubly modified peptide because in this case, the two modifications are located close to each other on the peptide.

**Transthyretin from Patient Samples.** Transthyretin (TTR) is synthesized predominantly in the liver and secreted into plasma where it functions as a transport protein for the hormone thyroxine and for retinol (in association with retinol binding protein). Mutations in TTR may lead to familial transthyretin amyloidosis, characterized by deposition of abnormal, aggregated protein in tissues and organs. The main clinical symptoms are neuropathy, cardiomyopathy, and vitreous opacities, usually leading to death within 7–15 years following the onset of symptoms. Since the only effective treatment known to date is liver transplantation, accurate diagnosis is critical. We discuss here two data sets obtained from the Amyloid Treatment and Research Program and the Mass Spectrometry Resource at Boston University School of Medicine as part of a collaborative project pertaining to the development of automated LC/MS/MS methods for the characterization of TTR mutations. Data were obtained from two patient samples, which have been previously characterized by MS via differential peptide mapping and by ESI-MS/MS and more recently characterized by LC/MS/MS via the Pro ID software platform. For database searching, we specify trypsin as the digest agent and perform a zone modification search looking for modifications with delta mass in the range from −400 to +400 Da. All of the modified peptides discussed in this section have also been verified by manual inspection of the corresponding MS/MS spectra. We also note that the majority of the peptides identified by the database search are unmodified, but the discussion here focuses on the modified peptides since the novel feature enabled by performing a zone modification search is modification discovery.

In the first patient sample, the zone modification search identifies the peptide AADTWEPFASGK both in its unmodified form (delta mass of 0 Da) and in a modified form with a delta mass of −73 Da. This delta mass of −73 Da, with the modification being located in a zone near the TW residues, can be explained by a tryptophan (W) → leucine/isoleucine (L/I) mutation located at position 41 on human transthyretin. This particular mutation as would be the case if an ordinary modification-tolerant search were performed. Rather, a zone modification search over a broad delta mass range automatically accomplishes the goal without any need for a priori knowledge or guesswork.

Many of the modifications reported with large, negative delta masses correspond to semitryptic peptides (i.e., peptides in which one end follows trypsin’s cleavage rules but the other end does not). Because we specify trypsin as the digest agent, all of the peptides in the preindexed protein database are fully tryptic (i.e., both ends of the peptide follow trypsin’s cleavage rules). Thus, all of the reported peptides are fully tryptic. Converting a fully tryptic peptide into a semitryptic peptide involves clipping off a few amino acids from one end of the peptide. Hence, if the magnitude of the reported negative delta mass equals (to within the user-specified MS tolerance) the combined mass of amino acids from one end of the reported fully tryptic peptide and if the reported modification zone is at the same end, then the peptide is in reality a semitryptic peptide. The semitryptic peptides discovered are listed in Table 2. For each table entry, the entire sequence represents the fully tryptic peptide (accompanied by a reported large, negative delta mass), while the bold portion of the sequence represents the semitryptic peptide which is actually in the sample. Note that the nonbold portion of the sequence has a mass equal in magnitude to the reported delta mass.

### Table 2. Semitryptic Peptides Discovered in the Simple Protein Mixture Using the Zone Modification Search

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>delta mass</th>
<th>peptide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−381</td>
<td>FFSASCVPAGATIEQK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−380</td>
<td>SELQDAIGSLHSLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−382</td>
<td>CACSNHEPYFGYSGAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−333</td>
<td>LGVYLTCPNSNLGTLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−330</td>
<td>GGDDLDPHYLVSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−243</td>
<td>SELQDAIGSLHSLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−228</td>
<td>MPTCTEDYLSLILNR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−228</td>
<td>VLDWFSFLSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−227</td>
<td>AVKVIPELDGK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−214</td>
<td>TGLGYKGDQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−198</td>
<td>VSVLPLIQHQDDWKL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−171</td>
<td>GNPTVEVDLHTAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−101</td>
<td>TGPNLHGLFGR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−71</td>
<td>ADDDRPPFQVK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each row in the table, the entire sequence represents the fully tryptic peptide reported by Interrogator (accompanied by a reported large, negative delta mass), while the bold portion of the sequence represents the semi-tryptic peptide which is actually in the sample.

The first patient sample, the zone modification search identifies the peptide AADTWEPFASGK both in its unmodified form (delta mass of 0 Da) and in a modified form with a delta mass of −73 Da. This delta mass of −73 Da, with the modification being located in a zone near the TW residues, can be explained by a tryptophan (W) → leucine/isoleucine (L/I) mutation located at position 41 on human transthyretin. This particular mutation

---

(43) For example, see http://www.abrf.org/index.cfm/dm.home or http://www.unimod.org.
Connors, L. H.; Lim, A.; Prokaeva, T.; Roskens, V. A.; Costello, C. E. Perhaps via a cyclic intermediate. The starting material for this sample and arises from a trypsin-catalyzed rearrangement reaction, that RALGISPFHEHAEVVFTANDSGPR is actually present in the cleavages or nontryptic cleavages. (See Figure 2a.) We believe to obtain this peptide by cleavage, even allowing for missed tryptic GPR. However, starting from the intact protein, it is impossible

has been identified previously in the literature as causing amyloidosis. Since the disorder is autosomal dominant (i.e., the disorder is expressed in those individuals who inherit only one copy of the mutation), it is not surprising that both the mutated and nonmutated forms of the proteins are present in the patient sample.

In the second patient sample, the peptide GSPAINVAVHVFR is identified in its unmodified form (delta mass of 0 Da) and in two modified forms with delta masses of +32 and of +48 Da, with the modifications being located in a zone near the AV residues.

The delta mass of +32 Da corresponds to a valine (V) → methionine (M) mutation on the second of the three valines in the peptide (position 30 on human transthyretin). This mutation has also been identified previously in the literature as being amyloidogenic. The delta mass of +48 Da corresponds to the valine (V) → methionine (M) mutation (delta mass of +32 Da) accompanied by oxidation of the methionine residue (delta mass of +16 Da).

In addition to finding amino acid mutations, the zone modification search also discovers several other modifications in the second patient sample. The peptide CPLMVK is identified with a delta mass of −46 Da, which is consistent with loss of the side chain of the cysteine (C) residue. The peptide CPLMVKVLDAVR is identified with a delta mass of +80 Da, which can be explained by sulfonation of the cysteine (C) residue. Both of these cysteine modifications have been observed previously. The peptide ALGISPFHEAHEVFVTANDSGPR is identified with a delta mass of +156 Da, with the modification being located in a zone at the N-terminal end of the peptide. The delta mass of +156 Da matches the residue mass of arginine, suggesting that the actual peptide in the sample is RALGISPFHEAHEVFVTANDSGPR. However, starting from the intact protein, it is impossible to obtain this peptide by cleavage, even allowing for missed tryptic cleavages or nontryptic cleavages. (See Figure 2a.) We believe that RALGISPFHEAHEVFVTANDSGPR is actually present in the sample and arises from a trypsin-catalyzed rearrangement reaction, perhaps via a cyclic intermediate. The starting material for this rearrangement reaction is the peptide with one missed tryptic cleavage: ALGISPFHEAHEVFVTANDSGPR. In the rearrangement reaction, an arginine (R) is clipped off of the C-terminus and attached to the N-terminus, yielding the rearranged peptide.

Table 3. Delta Masses Found the Most Number of Times for the Protein NADH Dehydrogenase Fe–S Protein 1, 75 kDa [gi: 31377539] from the Human Heart Mitochondrial Sample Using the Zone Modification Algorithm*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>delta mass</th>
<th>no. of times found</th>
<th>modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>oxidation of methionine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+38</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>potassium ion adduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>deamidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>sodium ion adduct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In addition to finding common modifications such as oxidation of methionine and deamidation, the algorithm enables the discovery that salt-added peptides are present in the sample.

RALGISPFHEAHEVFVTANDSGPR. (See Figure 2b.) The clipping of arginine occurs due to regular trypsic cleavage, while the attachment of arginine at the other end can be understood as arising from the usual trypsin cleavage reaction proceeding in the reverse direction. Several examples of this type of rearrangement reaction have been reported previously and the MS/MS data here support this finding.

Human Heart Mitochondrial Protein Sample. The data discussed here come from an extensive effort to create a catalog of the mitochondrial proteome. For database searching, we specify trypsin as the digest agent, build carboxamidomethylation of cysteine into the Interrogator search database, and perform a zone modification search looking for modifications with delta mass in the range from −400 to +400 Da.

In the pooled data resulting from combining together 12 LC/MS/MS runs, the mitochondrial protein with the largest number of peptides identified (213 total) is NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) Fe–S protein 1, 75 kDa [gi: 31377539]. Table 3 lists the most common modifications identified for this protein. We note that two out of the four most commonly found modifications arise from salt adducts (sodium or potassium adducts). This trend of finding relatively high numbers of sodiated and potassiated peptides holds true for other proteins in the sample as well. This finding is also consistent with ref 38, in which a small subset of the MS/MS spectra from this mitochondrial protein sample was examined manually.

We can speculate as to why such a high number of sodiated and potassiated peptides are found. One hypothesis is that the desalting column used during sample preparation is not sufficiently efficient. Another hypothesis is that certain peptides bind salt so tightly that no amount of desalting will eliminate the salt adducts. Overall, the finding that such a large number of salt adducts are present in this sample has initiated further attention to sample preparation conditions.

Peptide Discrimination. Peptide discrimination, the ability to distinguish correct peptide identifications from incorrect peptide identifications, is of vital importance in any automated or high-


(50) The localization of the mutation to the specific valine residue is done by manual inspection of the data since the zone modification search only identifies a zone, or range of amino acids, in the vicinity of the modification (mutation) rather than a specific amino acid residue.


(55) Gaucher, S. P., personal communication.
throughput protein identification experiment. To evaluate peptide discrimination, we make use of the data from the simple protein mixture. This data set has been subjected to extensive manual curation, meaning that we know which peptide identifications are correct and which are incorrect. We use this data set to evaluate interrogator’s discrimination ability as well as to compare the discrimination ability of Interrogator versus another commonly used database search engine, Mascot. A common method for visualizing and comparing discrimination ability is the receiver operating characteristic plot (ROC plot), in which one can read off the false positive level that must be tolerated in order to obtain any given true positive level. In our case, false positives are those peptides deemed to be correct by virtue of surpassing a threshold but are in fact incorrect, as determined by manual curation; similarly, true positives are those peptides deemed to be correct by virtue of surpassing a threshold and are indeed correct, as determined by manual curation. In a standard ROC plot, the true positive fraction is plotted versus the false positive fraction. The more closely a plot approaches the upper left corner, the better the discrimination ability of the corresponding database search. We modify the ROC plot slightly to a counting ROC plot, in which the number of true positives is graphed versus the number of false positives. Figure 3 shows counting ROC plots comparing three different database searches, all of which are performed on the same simple protein mixture data set.

**Figure 3.** Counting ROC plots comparing three different database searches, all of which are performed on the same simple protein mixture data set. The small Interrogator search (1) is an Interrogator search with no zone modification searching (details: protein database is NR, digest agent is trypsin, allow one missed cleavage, carboxymethylation of cysteine is built into the Interrogator search database, MS tolerance 0.09 Da, MS/MS tolerance 0.04 Da). The small Mascot search (2) is the Mascot equivalent of the small Interrogator search (details: protein database is NR, digest agent is trypsin, allow one missed cleavage, carboxymethylation of cysteine is a variable modification, MS tolerance 0.09 Da, MS/MS tolerance 0.04 Da). The large Interrogator search (3) is an Interrogator search with zone modification searching looking for modifications in the range from −400 to +400 Da (details: protein database is NR, digest agent is trypsin, allow one missed cleavage, carboxymethylation of cysteine is built into the Interrogator search database, MS tolerance 0.09 Da, MS/MS tolerance 0.04 Da).

The large Interrogator search (3) represents an Interrogator zone modification search covering a broad range of candidate modifications (−400 to +400 Da). Figure 3 shows that the zone modification search identifies significantly more peptides than either the small Interrogator search (1) or the small Mascot search (2). Furthermore, the number of additional peptides identified by making use of the zone modification feature is much greater than the relatively minor differences between the two small searches.

**Algorithm Efficiency.** Table 4 shows the computer time required to complete each of the database searches shown in Figure 3, and Table 5 shows the speed of each of these database searches in units of number of spectrum-sequence comparisons performed per second. In comparing equivalent small searches (1 versus 2), we see that the extensive preindexing done by Interrogator enables it to perform the search several times faster than Mascot. More detailed studies show that this trend holds for a variety of pairs of equivalent searches.

Table 5 also shows that the Interrogator zone modification search looking for a broad range of candidate modifications runs much faster (by 100-fold, or 2 orders of magnitude) than Mascot. This reflects the synergy between two of the novel features of the Interrogator algorithm: extensive preindexing of the protein database and zone modification searching. While extensive preindexing alone results in efficiency gains, as can be seen by comparing the two equivalent small searches (1 versus 2), the combination of extensive preindexing and zone modification searching results in even greater efficiency gains and enables vast search space coverage in a reasonable amount of computer time.

The computer time required to complete the large Interrogator search (3) is comparable to the computer time required to perform a Mascot modification-tolerant search looking for nine variable modifications (the maximum number allowed by the software) on tryptic peptides, but the large Interrogator search covers a

---


(58) Seymour, S. L.; et al., unpublished results.
A limitation of zone modification searching is that the algorithm is designed to only look for a single modification on a peptide. However, under certain conditions, two or more modifications can be found by zone modification searching. If all the modifications occur in the same zone (or in nearby zones), a zone modification search can in fact identify the multiply modified peptide. An example was discussed above for the simple protein mixture. By contrast, ordinary modification-tolerant searching can readily find multiple modifications regardless of location on the peptide.

There is a slight difference in sensitivity between zone modification searching and ordinary modification-tolerant searching. It has been observed empirically that ordinary modification-tolerant searching is somewhat more sensitive than zone modification searching—that is, ordinary modification-tolerant searching is capable of detecting a few more modified peptides than zone modification searching.

**DISCUSSION**

The most striking feature of zone modification searching is the ability to rapidly find a peptide with a modification of arbitrary delta mass (provided that the delta mass is somewhere within the range specified by the user). This is in contrast with ordinary modification-tolerant searching, where a modified peptide can be found only if the modification is explicitly specified in advance by the user. Furthermore, in ordinary modification-tolerant searching, each prespecified modification leads to a significant increase in search time; hence, for all practical purposes, only a limited number of modifications can be tried. On the other hand, the high efficiency of zone modification searching allows the user to look for a very large variety of different modifications all at once. Thus, the zone modification search allows the scientist to explore a much broader landscape compared to ordinary database searching.

A limitation of zone modification searching is that the algorithm is designed to only look for a single modification on a peptide. However, under certain conditions, two or more modifications can be found by zone modification searching. If all the modifications occur in the same zone (or in nearby zones), a zone modification search can in fact identify the multiply modified peptide. An example was discussed above for the simple protein mixture. By contrast, ordinary modification-tolerant searching can readily find multiple modifications regardless of location on the peptide.

Table 6 shows search times for broad zone modification searches on a single-CPU laptop for all of the samples discussed in this paper. With modest computational resources, a broad Interrogator zone modification search can be run in a time comparable to the instrument time required to collect the data. We believe that this capability has exciting implications for high-throughput proteomics. Historically, scientists have not routinely looked for a broad range of peptide modifications in their MS/MS data. We speculate that, using traditional database search engines or other protein identification software, the cost in computer time to perform such comprehensive searches has been prohibitive (usually several days, if at all possible). The efficiency of the zone modification search algorithm overcomes this barrier and enables scientists to systematically mine MS/MS data for a broad range of modifications on a routine basis.
The advantages and disadvantages of zone modification searching versus ordinary modification-tolerant searching are summarized in Table 7. The Interrogator software is capable of performing both types of searches, individually or in conjunction. Zone modification searching is a novel feature unique to the Interrogator software, while ordinary modification-tolerant searching is accomplished in the Interrogator software by building prespecified modifications into the Interrogator search database; see the algorithm description above for further details.

It is instructive to also compare the zone modification search algorithm versus some other algorithms for identifying modified peptides. The error-tolerant sequence tag searching method of Mann and Wilm8 relies on sequence tags, which consist of three peptides. The error-tolerant sequence tag searching method of algorithm versus some other algorithms for identifying modified prespecified modifications into the Interrogator search database; (Zone modification searching is a novel feature unique to the Interrogator software, while ordinary modification-tolerant searching is accomplished in the Interrogator software by building prespecified modifications into the Interrogator search database; see the algorithm description above for further details.)

It is instructive to also compare the zone modification search algorithm versus some other algorithms for identifying modified peptides. The error-tolerant sequence tag searching method of Mann and Wilm8 relies on sequence tags, which consist of three regions. The central region consists of a partial peptide sequence derived from a run of consecutive MS/MS fragment ions, and the two end regions consist of the N-terminal and C-terminal masses flanking the partial peptide sequence. In matching a sequence tag against a protein database, the error-tolerant search allows for one mismatch in one region. Since the sequence tag is derived from consecutive fragment ions, the error-tolerant sequence tag search can only make use of information from consecutive fragment ions with the possible exception of a one amino acid long gap. By contrast, the zone modification search can make use of information from all fragment ions regardless of their proximity to one another. Thus, we expect the zone modification search to give improved peptide identification results (more true positives, less false positives) compared to the error-tolerant sequence tag search. We also compare zone modification search efficiency versus sequence tag search efficiency. GutenTag is the only fully automated sequence tag search software we are aware of22 and requires ~1 s/spectrum on a single-CPU computer (AMD Athlon XP 1700+ ) for searches against the yeast database (~6500 proteins).10 Table 6 shows that a broad zone modification search is ~1 order of magnitude faster, requiring ~0.1 s/spectrum for searches against the yeast database. We also compare the zone modification search algorithm versus the spectral alignment algorithm of Pevzner et al.22,23 The spectral alignment algorithm is capable of solving a more general problem than the zone modification search algorithm—the spectral alignment algorithm can identify peptides containing an arbitrary sequence tag against a protein database, the error-tolerant search allows for one mismatch in one region. Since the sequence tag is derived from consecutive fragment ions, the error-tolerant sequence tag search can only make use of information from
number of modifications (of arbitrary delta mass), while the zone modification search algorithm is designed for finding singly modified peptides (of arbitrary delta mass). However, we expect the zone modification search algorithm to be much faster than the spectral alignment algorithm due to the extensive preindexing used in the zone modification search. Consider the amount of computation required to score a spectrum versus a peptide sequence where no fragment ions match. During a database search, this scenario should be one of the most common scenarios since an incorrect spectrum-sequence pair only has ion matches that arise by chance and thus should be low in number (and far more incorrect spectrum-sequence pairs than correct spectrum-sequence pairs are encountered during the course of a database search). For a zone modification search, the scoring for this type of spectrum-sequence pair takes no time except for a small amount of bookkeeping at the end of the search. During the lookup process using the preindexed protein database, there are no references pointing to the spectrum-sequence pair, and thus, no computation takes place. More generally, the time spent scoring a spectrum-sequence pair is proportional to the number of actual fragment ion matches, not the number of potential ion matches checked. We analyzed an Interrogator search to explore the impact of this efficiency and found that 60% of spectrum-sequence comparisons produced no fragment ion matches. Another 39% of spectrum-sequence comparisons produced between one and five fragment ion matches. By contrast, the spectral alignment algorithm must perform a full alignment on every spectrum-sequence pair. This alignment requires computational time proportional to the square of the number of theoretical or observed ions, regardless of how many fragment ion matches are eventually found. Another advantage of the zone modification search algorithm compared to the spectral alignment algorithm is that the score computed by the zone modification search algorithm is more representative of the complexities of MS/MS fragmentation. The spectral alignment algorithm sorts MS/MS fragment ions in a single list and completely disregards the distinction between b and y ions. In particular, the complement relation between b and y ions is lost. By contrast, the zone modification search algorithm carefully accounts for the relationship between b and y ions and, as discussed above in the Algorithm section, accounting for b/y complementarity in the spectral alignment algorithm is still an unsolved problem.

Next, we provide some guidelines for using the zone modification search. We recommend that for modifications which are prevalent in the sample, the modifications should be built into the Interrogator search database (that is, ordinary modification-tolerant searching should be used in looking for those modifications). For example, if the sample preparation procedure includes a step in which cysteine residues are carboxymethylated via reaction with iodoacetic acid, we recommend that the carboxymethylation modification of cysteine be built into the Interrogator search database. While this results in larger Interrogator search databases and longer search times, there are a number of advantages to doing an ordinary modification-tolerant search rather than a zone modification search, and some of these advantages are particularly pronounced when the modification is prevalent in the sample. To continue with the example of carboxymethylated cysteines, we note that the relatively high occurrence of cysteine implies that a significant fraction of peptides contain at least one carboxymethylated cysteine residue, and a nontrivial number of peptides contain two or more carboxymethylated cysteine residues. The only search that can reliably identify peptides containing two or more carboxymethylated cysteines is ordinary modification-tolerant searching (i.e., build the carboxymethylation modification of cysteine into the Interrogator search database), as the zone modification search algorithm is not designed to detect multiply modified peptides. Furthermore, in the event that the user chooses to perform a zone modification search, the zone modification search is much more effective if the two types of modification-tolerant searching are used in conjunction—account for the carboxymethylation modification of cysteine by building the modification into the Interrogator search database and look for other modifications using the zone modification search. If the zone modification search is performed without building the carboxymethylation modification of cysteine into the Interrogator search database, in general it would not be possible to find peptides with carboxymethylated cysteine along with another modification because the zone modification search algorithm is not designed to find doubly modified peptides, resulting in missed identifications. On the other hand, if the carboxymethylation modification of cysteine is built into the Interrogator search database, carboxymethylated cysteine is accounted for automatically and thus does not count as a modification from the perspective of the zone modification search, making it possible for the zone modification search to find another modification on a peptide known to contain carboxymethylated cysteine.

We recommend that zone modification searching be used as a tool for modification “fishing.” That is, we recommend that zone modification searching be used for the discovery of unknown modifications of unknown delta mass or for trying out a large variety of possible modifications, each of which the user expects to be relatively rare individually (though collectively the modifications could be large in number). This approach contrasts sharply with ordinary modification-tolerant database searching, in which the user is forced to select a limited number of candidate modifications based on prior knowledge or guesswork. The tremendous efficiency of zone modification searching allows the user to test out all possible modifications within a delta mass range (subject to the limitations discussed above and summarized in Table 7).

Once a modified peptide (i.e., a peptide with nonzero delta mass) has been identified, understanding the nature of the modification requires additional detective work. This delta mass rationalization is a challenge faced by many modification-tolerant peptide identification software packages8-10,12,20-23 and is a task.

often left to the scientist to perform by hand. Tables listing modifications together with their associated delta masses are useful resources.43 Interrogator offers some support for delta mass rationalization by offering an option in which the software suggests possible modifications that are consistent with the delta mass and the amino acid sequence. OpenSea21 improves on this by also rescoring accounting for the modification, which often allows OpenSea to localize the modification to a specific amino acid.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented here a novel algorithm for the rapid and automated identification of peptides with known as well as unanticipated modifications. The algorithm facilitates discovery of the unexpected, and we have illustrated this with a series of examples.

A survey of the mass spectrometry proteomics literature quickly reveals that performing a database search to identify proteins is a routine practice but that performing a database search that comprehensively looks for a broad variety of modifications is quite rare. We hypothesize that the reason for this observation is that such comprehensive searches, while undoubtedly informative, require more computing power than most scientists have at their disposal. The efficiency of our modification-tolerant search algorithm offers a possible solution to this dilemma by enabling the scientist to perform a comprehensive modification-tolerant search in a time comparable to the instrument time required for collecting the data.
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